
From Blowing Up: Sleeping In Ditches 
 

 
 

Near the close of the 21st Century, God commanded, “Hey Noah, I want you to build a canoe.” 

“But Lord,” said Noah, “shouldn’t that be an ark?” 

“No,” said God, “there’s not that much worth saving.” 

 

*** 

 

By evening and day I’m the man of the hour, the life of the party, the wit, the insider, 

the compleat schmooz rider. I’m the water cooler sage, the lunchroom rage; everybody 

wants to hear me, everybody wants to be near me, everybody wants to absorb me 

through that huge umbrella of thought that surrounds me, bouncing away everything I 

don’t want to know. 



   There’s a lot of crap out there, and shit falls out of the sky, but not on me. I’m the 

source of my own crap and people respect me for that. I’m like the faucet I can’t turn 

off. Wordsworth’s spontaneous overflow without the meter. I’m a damn flood.  

   At night, I sleep in ditches. 

   Not the same ditch every night. I have favorites and sometimes I like to try 

something new. I’ve slept in ditches full of needles and condoms and barking spiders. I 

wear two wide swatches of red on my back from a slick of bubbling something-or-other 

at the bottom of a ditch by a chemical plant. I’ve seen small things flitter and flap in the 

darkness around rusted tin cans while they debated whether to leave me alone or eat 

me. 

   But it’s not all bad. 

   I woke once in a ditch with immaculate new suburban ranch-style houses with 

carved lawns on one side and a field of sprawling swamp and early morning animal 

sounds on the other. In a clearing by a stream banked with yellow and blue flowers, an 

army of bulldozers pointed right at the swamp and its animal noises. I felt like I was on 

the cusp of something wonderful and nascent. Soon, I thought, those bulldozers will 

turn God’s land into something useful for his children. Yes, I believe in God. His outline 

glowed in the aura surrounding those formidable machines―his tools built by man in 

his power’s image. 

   The grass in that ditch was long and thick and made for comfortable sleeping. Right 

by my head, the biggest most beautiful dandelions opened with brilliant bursts of 

yellow and orange, their leaves vibrating with the deepest green I’d ever known. There 

was grandeur in those flowers. Their beauty was irresistible. I reached out…and I ate 

them. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



Read the rest of this story and several others to alter your 

mind in unseemly ways this Fall…. 
 

 


